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hat kinds of fraud occur in NPOs? How
frequent are these? How can we
protect ourselves from these? Can our
auditors help? These and other similar questions
often remain unasked, as most people find this to
be an embarrassing topic.
And though everyone mostly thinks that they
are immune to fraud, in fact it is not so. Financial
fraud is not easy to discover. In fact, auditors are
legally not required to look for it. And when it is
discovered, no one wants to publicise it. As a
result, most organisations fail to take precautions, till it is too late.

Why does fraud occur?

Enormous amounts of money are lost each
year due to detected fraud. However, most of the
fraud is never discovered. Therefore, the actual
loss of money can only be imagined, like the
proverbial tip of the iceberg1 .
In this issue of AccountAble, we will try to
explain why fraud occurs, how it can be discovered, and what precautions can be taken to minimise its impact.

Most experts accept that there are three key
requirements for most cases of fraud:
Opportunity, Motive, and Rationalisation. This is
known as the fraud triangle.
Opportunity means that a person must be in a
position to commit fraud. He/she might be a
trusted person, or may be in a key position. There
must also be some unknown or unblocked weakness in the control system.
Most people will not commit fraud just
because there is a weakness in the system. In
addition to opportunity, there should be a motive.
1

Typically, only about one-tenth of an iceberg is
visible above water.
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Current theory holds that in order to prevent fraud, the triangle must
be broken. This is easier said than done - in most cases, controllers have
access only to one angle of the triangle: opportunity.
Usually this might be some temporary financial
pressure, or a lifestyle beyond one’s income.
While the pressure leads a person to think about fraud,
another element is needed in most cases. This is called
rationalisation. The person might identify some real or
imaginary grievance, which allows him/ her to justify the
stealing. This also helps the person overcome the fear of

The Reason Why

being caught.
In some cases, rationalisation is not needed - the pattern of fraud may be so wide-spread in the society or
among peers, that it may become second nature.
Current theory holds that in order to prevent fraud, the
triangle must be broken. This is easier said than done - in
most cases, controllers have access only to one angle of
the triangle: opportunity.

Who commits fraud?

Why do senior employees commit fraud?
According to a recent survey (Oversight Systems,
Inc., 2007), experts think that pressure to meet
goals was the most common reason, followed by
personal gain. Some people also think that they
won't get caught, while others don't see their
actions as fraudulent!

5%
Lack of understanding of laws and regulations

8%
Lack of resources causes corner to be cut

20%

Strangely enough, fraud is mostly committed by persons
who are beyond suspicion! When you think more carefully,
this is quite logical2. But this does not mean that you start
suspecting every innocent person.
Following employees are more likely to commit fraud
(McMillan, 2006) and should be watched more carefully:
● A disgruntled employee, who has some real or perceived
grudge
● An employee in financial difficulties or facing a stressful
family situation
● An employee living beyond their means
● An employee who never asks for leave or refuse to share
their work
● An employee with a substance addiction or a gambling
problem

Fear losing job if goals are not met

Common areas of fraud

21%

Legend has it (Hailey, 1975) that the US Government once
published a booklet on detecting forgeries of dollars. This
book listed all the flaws and tell-tale marks that would
help an ordinary person identify a fake dollar.
Unfortunately, the booklet became popular with the forg-

Believe regulations are easiy bypassed

40%
They do not consider their actions fraudulent

41%
Think “I won’t get caught”

72%

2

Seek personal gain

81%
Pressures to do “whatever it takes” to meet goals

2

If a person looks very seedy and behaves in an untrustworthy manner, he/ she will never get to a position where they can
commit fraud. This is a little like asking about why older drivers drive more cautiously? Well, the answer is that those who
don't drive cautiously, never get to see old age!
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numbers of flyers/ newsletters mailed. If you work
through a courier agency or a mailing service, charges
billed to you may be inflated in collusion with the mail
handling staff.
Purchase of material
Prices you pay may be inflated in collaboration with the
supplier (Agarwal, 2010). The amount of material supplied may be overstated. In some cases, you pay for best
grade material, whereas cheaper material is actually
supplied.

ers themselves, who used it to improve their own handiwork! Having learned from this story, we do not intend to
get into a detailed discussion of how fraud occurs.
Broadly speaking, NGOs and grant-making agencies are
most vulnerable in the following areas:
Fund Collections
Cash received as donations may be suppressed. Smaller
cheques may be endorsed or encashed using proxy bank
accounts.
Grant Disbursements
Cheques sent by courier or mail may be stolen on the way
and encashed using a proxy bank account. Grants may be
made to paper organisations or to benami/ crony organisations.
Travelling Expenses
Fares for a higher class or more expensive mode may be
claimed. Fares may be claimed twice, particularly in conferences and workshops. Sometimes bills paid by the
host are claimed again in the office. Fake or inflated taxi
hire/ local conveyance may be claimed. Hotel claims may
be inflated in collusion with hotel staff.
Tickets booked in advance may be cancelled, without
depositing the refund. Extra ticket bookings may be
made and paid to a dummy travel agent or benami firm.
Postage Expenses
If you spend large amounts on courier expenses, on posting newsletters or on mailing flyers and appeals, then
several problems can arise. These may include people
sending personal mail through office, or inflating the

Printing Expenses
Printed material may be ordered and billed in excess of
requirements, and a lower quantity received. Payment
may also be made for material not printed or delivered.
Excess rates may be quoted for higher quality printing
(multi-colour) or paper, whereas the actual material is of
lower standards.

Managing fraud risk
Unfortunately, discovering fraud remains very difficult.
Most known cases of fraud have been discovered by
chance3, and not auditors. Routine financial audits are
not designed to discover fraud - it would be too expensive and time-consuming to ask the auditors to look
actively for fraud. Secondly, a person involved in fraud
will take extra care whenever auditors are around.
Sometimes, the fraudster will suspend the fraud when
the audit is going on, and start again only when the auditors have gone.
Chances of discovering fraud can increase if you take
steps to (Managing the Business Risk of Fraud: A
Practical Guide, 2007):
● Implement a fraud risk management program, including a written policy4
● Think carefully about how fraud can take place in your
3

According to an estimate (McMillan, 2006) about how
fraud is discovered, just 2% cases are discovered during routine audit, 18% during financial audit, 30% through tip-offs
or complaints, and 50% purely by luck!
4

See sample fraud policy designed by Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners for an example (Managing the
Business Risk of Fraud: A Practical Guide, 2007)
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organisation
Implement measures to prevent fraud or to
reduce its impact
● Implement measures to detect, investigate and
deal with cases of fraud
Many large organisations have introduced
whistleblower programs. In such cases, a person
suspecting fraud or corruption is able to directly
contact a senior office in the organisation. The officer then takes steps to obtain information, decide
on the investigation, and follow through. If the
whistleblower is an employee, he or she is also protected from any backlash from colleagues.
Apart from seeking help from colleagues and public, you also need to identify weak areas, and reinforce internal controls. We discuss this in detail in the
next issue of AccountAble (147: Preventing Fraud).
●

What is AccountAble: Each issue of
'AccountAble' covers a different topic related to
NGO regulation or accounting and is mailed to
about 5,000 persons in NGOs, Agencies and audit
firms. AccountAid encourages re-production or redistribution of 'AccountAble' in workshops or NGO
newsletters for non-commercial use, provided the
source is acknowledged.

AccountAble in Hindi: Aka%{qebl ihNdI me<

leoa-yaeg ke nam se %plBx hE, To subscribe, visit
www.AccountAid.net and click on 'Lekha Yog by
Email'.

Interpretation of law: Interpretation of law
given here is of a general nature. Please consult
your advisors before taking any important decision.

AccountAble on the Web: All the past issues
of 'AccountAble' are available on our website
www.AccountAid.net.
AccountAble through e-mail: AccountAble is
now available through e-mail, without any charge.
To subscribe, visit www.AccountAid.net and click on
'AccountAble by E-mail'.
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Questions and doubts? AccountAid provides
complimentary advice to implementing NGOs and
NGO auditors on matters related to accounting or
financial regulation. You can send your questions
by e-mail or letter. You can also discuss these
over the phone.

Comments: Your comments and suggestions
can be sent to AccountAid India, 55-B, Pocket C,
Siddharth Extension, New Delhi-110 014 09;
Phone: 011-2634 3128; Phone/Fax: 011-2634
3852; e-mail: info@accountaid.net.
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